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The morning after seeing Brian Wilson’s triumphant Smile Tour performance at the Paramount 

Theatre in Denver, I feel good. I feel good because for a few hours last night I allowed myself to 

be swept up in a swirl of colored lights, pleasant sounds, plenty of stage action and a world view 

that can only be described as “sunny.” Yes, Brian Wilson’s concert made me smile. It made me 

dance and it made me sing along.  

 

It also made me sit back and listen to the crystalline sound and the complex layers of  

instruments it takes to make Wilson’s music simply shine. In Denver, Wilson was joined on 

stage by up to 18 musicians- including a five piece string section and three horns. They were 

playing guitars, keyboards, percussion, funny whistles, Theremin and more. And it seemed like 

just about everyone had a vocal mike. Bottom line, the vocals are the key to Wilson’s music, 

creating a distinctive combination of doo wop breeziness and Gregorian chant complexity. As for 

the instrumental work, no one part seemed complex in itself, but put together, they make a 

powerful sound indeed. 

 

Surrounded at all times by his band, Wilson sat in the center of the stage like a musical Buddha, 

vocalizing and gently conducting the music at times with his hands. The stage lighting was a 

very effective combination of colored spotlights which played across the big blank screen behind 

the band and across the audience. Other tricks, other than an occasional projected image, were 

superfluous with so much going on onstage.  

 

Of course, the main meat of the evening was a complete reading of Wilson’s compositional pop 

music masterpiece, “Smile.” Featuring some well known Beach Boys songs, “Heroes and 

Villains” and “Good Vibrations,” “Smile” is a connected suite of pieces that shift, change and 

sparkle. The entirety of “Smile” is ambitious, complex and ultimately uplifting. “Good 

Vibrations” took off like a musical rocket and had the audience on its feet and screaming. 

 

The sense of being uplifted is why I call Wilson’s music “sunny.” It’s not that there are not some 

weighty things being considered, but more that Wilson packages them in beautiful wrappings. 

Even the song “Forever,” dedicated to his late brothers Carl and Dennis, maintained a warm kind 

of beauty. On the other side, the old Beach Boys rockers such as “I Get Around,” “Surfin’ USA” 

and “Help Me Rhonda” were sunny because, well, they’re about a time and place that is now 

mythical, but for the brief time spent with Wilson still seems real. Instead of facing war, sexual 

diseases, political turmoil and economic stress, these songs let us pretend all we care about is the 

surf, the sand and dancing to rock and roll. And I loved it. 

 

The opportunity to see the entirety of “Smile” performed was one too good to pass up. Also 

judging from some recordings I heard from Wilson’s tour of Europe, seeing the tour late in the 

game in the US was a good thing because the band has been playing together long enough to 

have achieved a true cohesiveness and buoyancy. It was letter perfect in Denver, while also 



displaying a sense of playful intensity. I think the band is having as good of a time as the 

audience on this tour. 

 

Other highlights from the Denver show included “Sloop John B” and “Sail On, Sailor”- both rich 

in tone and emotion.  “California Girls” was bright and classy and it was worth the drive to 

Denver just to hear Wilson and group perform “Vega-Tables.” From the back of the Paramount, 

dead center, this show sounded great and felt great. “Fun, Fun, Fun” indeed.  


